
 

  

TRADEMARKS AND DOMAIN NAMES - 

PROTECTING YOUR ONLINE PRESENCE 

 
Registering your domain name as a trademark is an essential step in protecting your business’ goods and 
services. With the ease of accessing information over the internet, it can be all too easy for a person 
searching for your website to be redirected to that of a competitor using a similar domain name. There are 
several recent cases that illustrate the benefits of domain name registration to prevent cybersquatting    
competitors taking advantage of your business’ reputation. Upcoming expansions to the types of domain 
names on offer also act as a reminder to keep on top of protecting your online presence. 
 

The Court’s View on Protecting Domain Names 
 

The recent 2013 Federal Court decision in REA Group Ltd v Real Estate 1 Ltd highlights the benefits of 
registering a domain name and the implications for competitors. REA Group operated under 
“realestate.com.au” and “realcommercial.com.au”, while Real Estate 1 operated under “realestate1.com.au” 
and “realcommercial1.com.au”.  
 

REA Group had registered a trademark in respect of their domain names, and successfully argued that the 
domain names of Real Estate 1 infringed upon REA Group’s rights as owner of the trademarks. Real     
Estate1’s domain names were found by the Court to be substantially and deceptively similar to REA 
Group’s, and were likely to mislead consumers. 
 

Whilst REA Group unsuccessfully argued that Real Estate 1 had engaged in           
misleading and deceptive conduct under the Trade Practices Act 1974 (as it then was), 
they successfully argued infringement under the Trade Marks Act 1995. This decision 
serves as a reminder that infringement can be caused by the danger of confusion    
created when small differences in domain names could reasonably be expected to be 
looked over. 
 

This is not the only case highlighting this point. 
 

The 2010 Federal Court decision in Mantra Group Pty Ltd v Tailly Pty Ltd (No 2) involved the domain 
names of two letting agencies for Gold Coast apartments. Mantra owned three registered marks that used 
the words CIRCLE ON CAVILL. Tailly did not own the registered marks, but proceeded to use the words, 
misspellings and different variations of CIRCLE ON CAVILL, and through their internet marketing          
techniques achieved very high internet search hit results. 
 

Tailly was found to have infringed Mantra’s trademark because their conduct was likely to mislead or      
deceive potential customers into thinking they were accessing the domains of Mantra. The Court ordered 
Tailly to transfer to Mantra all of their domain names incorporating the words CIRCLE ON CAVILL, as well 
as ordering a permanent injunction against Tailly from using these words as a trademark or part of a      
domain name. 
 

Similarly the 2011 Federal Court decision in Solahart Industries Pty Ltd v Solar Shop Pty Ltd found Solar 
Shop’s use of the term SOLARHUT infringed Solahart’s SOLARHART trademarked domain name. Both  
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companies marketed similar solar heating products to the same consumer base, and it was found that the  
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phonetic sounds of ‘hut’ and ‘hart’ were similar enough to cause confusion. Prior to the legal                   
commencement of this case, Solarhart had launched an objection against Solar Shop, and in response  
Solar Shop appeared to cease using SOLARHUT as a trademark. Whist Solar Shop launched the new   
domain name of “sunsavers.com.au”, they maintained their previous domain “solarhut.com.au”, which    
redirected internet hits to their new domain.  This redirection was enough to constitute infringement. 
 

Registering Generic Top Level Domains 
 

There will soon be an increase to the types of domain names available for registration. The Internet       
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) are introducing hundreds of new Generic Top 
Level Domains (gTLDs) that will soon be available, including “.shop”, “.store” and “.food”. Whilst a whole 
new marketing opportunity for businesses will be opened up, there will also be an increase to the potential 
for trademark infringements.  
 

Trademark owners are being encouraged to register their trademark            
information with the recently set up Trademark Clearinghouse. This will give 
them the advantage of securing an early registration of a domain name under a 
new gTLD 30 days prior to the public launch of the new gTLD. Further, those 
registered can be notified of potentially infringing domain name registrations for 
a 90 day period after the launch of a new gTLD. This will give trademark     
owners enough time to launch objections or consider legal action. 
 

Lessons to be Learned  
 

The cases on these issues demonstrate the importance and benefits of registering your domain name as a 
trademark to protect your online presence. It is all too easy for a competitor to use a deceptively similar   
domain name and redirect internet traffic to take advantage of a business’ reputation and good will.  
 

With the new range of domain names coming, it is important to be vigilant in registering your interests, 
monitoring the use of competitor’s domain names, as well as thinking ahead regarding new gTLDs which a 
competitor may use to exploit your domain name. 
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